
REJUVENATING FACIAL EXPERIENCE | EVEXIA SPA

This face therapy encompasses a blend of the world’s most undiscovered ingredients that have been 

proven to work with the skin to heal and protect from natural signs of aging. These ingredients work in 

harmony with cleansing & healing massage techniques. Afterwards a hydrating and rejuvenating mask

is applied to improve the production of collagen and elastin.

Facial Treatments

Full Body Massage

60min.       180€

90min.       255€ with microcurrent NU SKIN

RENEWING RECOVERY FACIAL | EVEXIA SPA

This restorative face therapy draws on deeply healing extracts to rejuvenate skin cells from inside. 

Lymphatic drainage techniques, warm herbal poultices, and a clearing mask for radiant skin encourage 

toxin release and boost collagen production. The skin tone is brightened, and throughout muscle release, 

fine lines and wrinkles are diminished.

60min.       165€

90min.       225€ with microcurrent NU SKIN

MANIPURA FULL BODY | EVEXIA SPA & KALLOS SPA

This warming treatment helps to balance and energize the Manipura – the solar plexus chakra– the 

centre of fire and sun energy that ignites our health and vitality. This massage uses Marma therapy, 

lymphatic drainage, and warm herbal poultices on the abdomen to relieve digestive blockages, increase 

blood and lymph flow, and stimulates inner vibrancy.

90min.       235€

90min.         450€ with microcurrent NU SKIN

KU NYE 5 ELEMENTS | EVEXIA SPA & KALLOS SPA

This treatment is based on a Tibetan ritual to balance the Five Elements (earth, water, metal, fire and air) 

in your body to restore a harmonious flow of energy. We give you a full body massage with a unique 

blend of essential oils and follow this with hot poultices along your meridian lines and crystals along your 

spine. We perform Tibetan cupping, kneading and acupressure techniques to bring you overall harmony 

and flow.

info@andronis.com | Santorini, Greece: (+30) 22860 36363 | Athens, Greece: (+30) 2106018554

90min.       235€

90min.         450€ with microcurrent NU SKIN
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